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6. New Spin on the Smart Phone

An ideal gift for anyone with portable digital devices, the
HANDeBand is an attachable finger grip that affixes to iPhones,
smart phones, tablets, e-readers and any other device which actually
makes using the device easier and much more fun and enjoyable!
With full 360 degree rotation for the greatest maneuverability of any
handheld digital device, the HANDeBand drastically increasing the
efficiency of everyday activities and overall heightening the digital
experience, while doubling as a convenient kickstand to safely stand
mobiles upright or on their side to comfortably watch video. Manage
email, calendars, to-do lists, and make calls, text, or perform any
task quicker and faster with only one hand. Packaged with a singleloop HANDeBand and a double-loop HANDeBand for iPads and
tablets for only $28.95

www.HANDeBand.com
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7. Blue Sol

Get your groove on with the latest fashion for a fraction of what the
retail giants charge...Bluesolclothing.com features the hottest designs
with a small price tag. Direct from the trendsetters in LA, Blue Sol
has the ticket 6 months ahead of the east coast. Holiday dresses in
the latest styles are here. Locally they can be found at Hearts Desire
Boutiqu in the Village of the Arts, 941-302-1069.

www.Bluesolclothing.com.

8. Healthy Livestyle Necklace

This necklace appears a little whimsical but makes a bold statement
for anyone embracing a healthy diet of fruits and vegetables. This
is an ideal gift for vegans and vegetarians, Juice Plus advocates,
anyone who loves fruits and vegetables! Beautifully formed glass
replicas of eggplant, cucumber, grapes, strawberry, cherries, chili
peppers and many more arranged on silver plate chain links. It’s fun
and it is a great conversation starter. 16-18” necklace sells for $65
plus shipping; earrings on sterling silver earwires sell for $25; the set
sells for $85.

etsy.com/shop/vickirollo or call 941-302-1069
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9. Two Girl Foods

In step with October, National Vegetarian Month, get your glow on
with organic, raw living foods. Two Girls Foods offers Raw Feast
(not fast) Cleanses each month and you can visit them on weekends
and enjoy some healthy options on Siesta Beach at the food pavilion
across from the tennis courts. The 3 day cleanse (each day includes
2 juices, lunch, dinner and a snack) or a meal or fresh juice at the
beach and you will look and feel great from the inside out! Turns
out America’s #1 Beach has 2 new girls bringing you stay-vibrant
food.
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Facebook: TwoGirlsFood  or call 941.914.5515

10. Travel Like a Celebrity

Now you and your family can go First-Class -- even when in
Coach. Travel writer Debbi Kickham, author of The Globetrotter’s
Get-Gorgeous Guide: Diet and Beauty Secrets of Travel and Beauty
Pros, Traveling Executives and Celebrity Travelers, offers a wealth of
tips and travel-industry secrets from her bestseller, on diet, fitness,
snacks, wellness, health, cosmetics, comfort, and bargain shopping.
It’s your boarding pass to take the “travail” out of travel by plane,
car, boat and train. $24.95

Amazon.com • www.GorgeousGlobetrotter.com
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